
Product Description 

 

Classe 8 DE Tall commercial espresso machines come standard with the following features: 

 

C-Lever Feature 

 

A new steam valve technology that is protected by a Rancilio patent, the C-Lever is a special 

control knob that is ergonomically designed to safely and efficiently control the steam wand. 

It features "Open-Stay" and "Open-Shut" functions. The valve has a short and easy travel 

distance, requiring a rotation of just 25 degrees to choose either function. Rotating it upwards 

will open the steam valve and cause it to remain open ("Open-Stay"). Rotating it downwards 

will open the steam valve, but the steam valve will shut when the C-Lever is released ("Open-

Shut"). The new C-Lever feature makes for rapid and precise user comfort for daily tasks. 

 

Easy Clean Feature 

 

The Easy Clean feature allows you to clean your espresso machine at night with minimal 

intervention or supervision by your staff. Simply load the groups with espresso machine 

cleaner, and the Easy Clean feature will do the rest - cycling the heads to flush them correctly 

and leave them clean. 

 

AMB.07 - Advanced Boiler Management Feature 

 

The Advanced Boiler Management feature is the electronic control of the boiler and water 

system within the espresso machine. Specifically designed software improves the 

performance of your espresso machine by switching on the heating element concurrently with 

the brewing of espresso, or the frothing or steaming of milk. 

 



This allows your espresso machine to stabilize its temperature by anticipating usage. The 

Advanced Boiler Management System features a control that senses pressure fluctuations in 

the boiler, and that immediately compensates for those fluctuations by modulating the heater.. 

 

Plug & Brew Feature 

 

The Plug & Brew feature is a new Rancilio patented feature that makes your installation 

super easy. It allows your dosages and other the main programmable functions of your 

commercial espresso machine to be set to default values immediately on power up. Even 

espresso machines without the display feature will allow you to adjust your temperatures 

externally with the Plug & Brew feature, thanks to a new function that allows the boiler 

pressure to be adjusted using control buttons. The Plug & Brew comes standard on all Classe 

6 E commercial espresso machines. 

 

Classe 8 DE Tall commercial espresso machines can be ordered with the I-Steam feature, and 

with the Pod Adapter feature, although these do not come as standard features. 

 

2 Group Espresso Machine Specifications: 

 

Dimensions: 33.4"(or 28.7")W X 19.6"D X 19.2"H 

Weight: 168 pounds 

Boiler Capacity: 11 liters 

Voltage: 220-240 Volts 

Power: 6000 Watts 

 

 


